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Discussion 

contractors on the Framework can also be given the opportunity to provide a 
quick tender on larger scale works that arise throughout the year.  

T Atkinson advised that there has been some changes made to the Framework 
since it was set up. The Framework does allow for a review every quarter and 
poorly performing contractors can be removed, and where there is a shortage 
of skills, it is possible to appoint more contractors or consultants to the 
Framework. The framework was set up for the initial period of 1 April 2022 to 
31 March 2026. T Atkinson also informed members that Frameworks can only 
be established for a period of 4 years before they must be reviewed, re-
procured, and refreshed.   

2023/24 marks the start of year 2 of the current Framework. T Atkinson 
highlighted that costs across the manufacturing and construction industry have 
increased considerably. A review of the Framework takes place at the start of 
each financial year looking at the potential increases for each contractor. T 
Atkinson advised members that at present there is a clause in the Framework 
contract that contractor’s rates can increase by a maximum of CPI (Consumer 
Price Inflation) of November the previous year.  

T Atkinson asked D Wilson if there had been any notification of price changes 
received by the Association to date. D Wilson confirmed that there have not been 
any notifications received. T Atkinson presented a table to members (that was 
issued as part of the meeting pack).  The table shows the 2022/23 rates for the 
contractors by trade and compares the agreed costs to a potential 10.7% 
increase across the board. T Atkinson advised members that contractors may not 
increase prices as high as CPI, they may not change their rates at all, others might 
increase the full 10.7% allowance.   

T Atkinson also advised the Board that 3 contractors have been removed from 
the Framework for various reasons throughout the year. The contractors 
removed were MGills, who covered the Out of Hours Service, WM Brown and Co, 
smoke and extraction experts and H&J Martin, multi-work contractors.  

Members were informed of 3 contractors that were added to the Framework 
during the year as this was down to an identified need within the Association. 
One contractor is an independent painting and decorator, one contractor was 
required due to the closure of the previous out of hours provider and the final 
contractor has been added due to their supporting role as engineers of the large 
stonework project.  T Atkinson advised members that these contractors had to 
complete the same testing that all the initial contractors had to undergo.   

Member asked if during these current times does the Association have any 
leeway to change the CPI methodology used for cost increases, and referred to 
the Business Planning Day discussions, that any price increase could impact on 
our future rent increase. Member was wanting to know if there is any flexibility 
that can be introduced, for example that price increases by the contractors will 
not be any more than our rent increase percentage?   






























